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ART. VIII.—Excavations in Askerton Park, 1938. By Miss
K. S. HODGSON.
Read at Scarborough, September 15th, 1938.
the course of investigating District I for the
INPrehistoric
Committee, Mr. Ben Gamble, gamekeeper

to Lord and Lady Henley, drew attention to some remains
which had not been noticed before, lying a little distance
south of the road from Lanercost to Bewcastle on the
eastern side of a promontory between the Cambeck and
the Melefarm Beck, close to their junction. It is a fairly
sheltered situation, concealed on most sides by the lie of
the ground.
The visible remains are merely two groups of low stone
walls or banks. The southern one (which will be described as Site A) consists of two of these banks which
form a half-moon shaped enclosure about 90 feet long and
6o feet wide. Both banks are about 10 feet across: the
eastern is comparatively straight, the western wall is much
curved and there is a low mound of some 20 feet diameter
at its southern end.
The other part, Site B, about 15o feet north-east of A,
consists of similar banks forming a group of four roughly
rectangular enclosures.
These remains were not unlike the ` settlements '
familiar in Westmorland, and it seemed desirable that the
matter should be tested by excavation, for in this district
no such settlement has been identified with any certainty
so far. Lord and Lady Henley were therefore approached,
and both they and the tenant, Mr. Robinson of Askerton
Farm, gave most kind and ready consent.
F
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Work was begun on Site A on July II by cutting a
broad trench (Fig. i, VII) across the west wall. It was
continued II feet outside and 26 feet towards the middle
of the enclosure. It showed no trace of any ditch, postholes, or floor : in fact no recognisable sign of occupation
of any sort. (It should be remarked that it was rarely
possible to affirm that the subsoil surface was clean, since
the sites are largely overgrown with rushes whose roots
have reached the clay and overlaid it with wet and nasty,
grey mud). The wall, 7 feet thick with what looked like
a footing three feet wide on each side (Fig. 3) was of very
rude construction. Its stones (largely slabs of the local
limestone with a sprinkling of cobbles) were mixed with so
much fibrous soil as to suggest deliberate " packing " with
turf.
The eastern wall was of the same type, and the indications in Trench III (Fig. i) suggested that the
apparent bend in this wall was due to its having slipped
slightly down the slope. Both walls widen considerably at
the entrances (to 14, 15, and i8 feet) but there the footings
are not discernable. Trenches were cut across both
openings without result.
The mound (Fig. 4) at the south entrance was carefully
examined. When part of it was stripped of its surface
covering the body of it was found to be made of the
characteristic local slabs and a quantity of large rough
stones, but very few cobbles. Much fibrous soil was mixed
with the stones in such a way as almost suggested alternate
layers of stones and turf ; otherwise there was nothing
until the bottom was reached. Then, at the edge of the
mound or projecting slightly beyond it there was a patch
of flagstones io feet by 7 well laid and very little worn,
lying on the original turf-line (Fig. i, Id) . Running
from near these flags towards the centre was a narrow
shallow channel cut in the subsoil (Fig. i, Ib, and Fig.
5). This was seven feet long, about eight inches.
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Fio. 3.—ASKERTON PARK. Site A, Trench VII. Inner face
of west wall showing footing.

FIG. 4.—Site A. The Mound (I).

To face p. 66.
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FIG. 5.—Site A. Section of mound (I) showing channel in the subsoil.
The ash-trench Ia is under the stones at the lower right-hand corner.

FIG. 6.—Site A. Lined trench in subsoil below mound (Ia).
To face p. 67.
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wide and from two to five inches deep. The material of
the filling contained a good deal of ash and charcoal. On.
the north side of this channel, under (but not related to),
two conspicuous large stones set on edge, there was a
shallow trench five feet by one foot nine inches, by seven
inches, partly lined with thin slabs and cobbles and filled
with ashy material containing much charcoal. (Fig. z, Ia
and Fig. 6) . An iron object was found among this ash,
which resembled a blunt pin 42 inches long and z4 inches
round, with a flattened head. It has been considerably
bent in the middle. Experts who have seen it, decline to
give any opinion as to either its date or purpose.
Beyond (south of) the centre of the mound there was.
what might be the foundation of a curved wall (Fig. z, Ic)
otherwise there were no signs of structures, and the edge
of the mound was not defined in any way.
A horseshoe of the 17th century was found above the
stones at the edge of the mound.
Another trench (Fig. I, VIII) was cut to determine
whether the mound stood clear or was joined by the
north wall: it showed a wide gap and a patch of flagging
across the end of the wall.
Site A having given no definite indications of date or
purpose, Site B was examined next with more satisfactory
results.
A trial trench across two of the divisions (Fig. 2, II and
IV) yielded two tiny scraps of pottery, which, though too
small to be identified with certainty, seemed probably
medieval. The wall here differed from those of Site A,.
having a core of tough yellow clay faced with rough stones.
This construction was found in every wall that was.
examined.
An extension of this trench discovered a square of large
well-laid flags (Fig. 2 IVa ext. and Fig. 7), which were
almost unworn. Unfortunately a field drain has cut it up
at one side, making it impossible to say whether the flagstones extended to the south wall or not. At one point
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(Fig. 2, IVa ext.) there was an indication of a post-hole,
but it was not clear, a careful search failed to find others.
The same trench showed doubtful traces of the foundation of a very slight wall inside Building II. In Building
I the first trench (Fig. 2, Ia) disclosed a patch of roughly
cobbled floor and also yielded pieces of unmistakable
green glaze pottery including a handle. This floor only
extended over a third of the width of the building, though
there was another patch, not so distinct, along the opposite
wall. An extension of this trench along the wall (Fig. 2,
Ia ext.) contained an interesting structure (Fig. 8), of
which one side is flush with the wall but made of stones
much larger than the ordinary wall-stones. These large
stones continue in a rough semi-circle, the two-wedge
shaped ones next the opening (which faces north-east and
is filled with a thin flag) being most carefully fitted
together so that their broad ends form an even curved line,
The interior of this structure was floored with small cobbles
upon which there was a little quantity of ash and charcoal.
The stones, especially those in the wall showed signs of
burning, and there were several burnt pieces among the
pottery which was found in some quantity in and about
the structure, as well as both burnt and unburnt bones.
These facts as well as the shape make it most likely that
this was an oven or set-pot. A small iron knife was also
found in the infilling which I was told might date anywhere
from the 6th to the 12th century (and up here probably
later still) .
It is evident that this is a medieval inhabited site,
though its exact nature is not quite so clear. Only building I seems to have been a dwelling : the other three are
probably outbuildings, and so far there is nothing to show
for what they were used. All were probably stone-built,
for there is no such depth of soil over the site as would
have resulted from the destruction or decay of a " clay
biggin." Yet the place is not quite a typical pele-tower,
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FIG. 2.
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7.—Site B. Flagging in Building IV.

8.—Site B. The oven in Building I.

To face p. 69.
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which are better and more regularly built, and (the ruined
ones) have no traces of outbuildings. The patches of
paving are curious, but such are common in the farmyards of the district. None of those on this site can have
seen much use as their edges are quite sharp and the
surface even, whereas (for instance) those in the 200 year
old kitchen at Bank Head have the edges completely
rounded and the surface much worn. Yet the pottery
points to a fairly long occupation.
One interesting possibility is that this is the " stonehouse " Willeava* which is known to have stood in this
neighbourhood but has always been supposed, on the
evidence of " an old man " who " came upon foundations
while digging " to have been a little farther down the
Cambeck. Perhaps there were two towers very near each
other, as may be seen at High Grains.
The other site, A, is not easy to explain, but the probability is that it is related to B and of the same date. It
might be some sort of yard or fold, and the ash-filled
trench might be a very rude forge for the repair of iron
work which would be needed at either pele or farm. The
mound is very puzzling; no explanation seems to fit it
In conclusion, I should like to offer my very grateful
thanks to Lord and Lady Henley for permission to
excavate, also to Mr. Robinson, Askerton Farm, to the
Rev. H. M. Banister, to Mr. Gray and Mr. Hogg, of Tullie
House, to Mr. F. G. Simpson for much helpful advice and
encouragement, and especially to Mr. John Charlton, for
the opinion on the pottery which follows.
NOTES ON THE POTTERY.
By JOHN CHARLTON.
B. I. a. Handle 13th, 14th centuries.
„ ext. various, including rim and spout 1350-1400.
* Castles and Towers, J. F. Curwen p. 409, and Barony of Gilsland, T. H. B.
Graham p. 7.
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B. I. a. ext. large part of pitcher, 1400.
B. I. a. ext. large sherd, 1350.
B. I. a. rim, 1350-1400.
B. I. c. rim, 1350-1400 ?
B. IV. various, late 13th or 14th centuries.
B. I. c. various, 13th century.
The types are not very sharply characteristic or very
closely datable; but even allowing for that, they show a
good deal of difference in date.
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